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The Leonardo da Vinci Foundation is aThe Leonardo da Vinci Foundation is aThe Leonardo da Vinci Foundation is a
non-profitnon-profitnon-profit, private and autonomous, private and autonomous, private and autonomous
organisation, which pursues socially,organisation, which pursues socially,organisation, which pursues socially,
culturally and economically usefulculturally and economically usefulculturally and economically useful
purposes, with the aim of protecting andpurposes, with the aim of protecting andpurposes, with the aim of protecting and
enhancing the thought and work ofenhancing the thought and work ofenhancing the thought and work of
Leonardo da Vinci and the art of all times.Leonardo da Vinci and the art of all times.Leonardo da Vinci and the art of all times.

Leonardo da Vinci

“Experience is the
only teacher in whom

we can trust”



The Foundation's intention The Foundation's intention The Foundation's intention is to become an
international point of reference for sharing the art,
culture, research and thought inspired by the figure
of Leonardo da Vinci, in the entirety of his
influences and what he represented and continues to
represent today.



The Foundation's Scientific Committee,The Foundation's Scientific Committee,The Foundation's Scientific Committee, in collaboration with
both public and private bodies, oversees all culturalculturalcultural activities and
has technical-scientifictechnical-scientifictechnical-scientific advisory tasks. In particular, it contributes
to the definition of the general guidelines of the Foundation's
activities and is also called upon to express opinions and
assessments regarding individual scientific initiatives concerning
works of art and collections.
The Foundation is active both nationally and internationally with
its offices in Italy, Switzerland and the United Arab Emirates. in Italy, Switzerland and the United Arab Emirates. in Italy, Switzerland and the United Arab Emirates.



The Foundation's action The Foundation's action The Foundation's action extends without boundaries
to contribute to the growth of culture with new
stimuli, in synergy with partners who share the same
vision, bringing to all projects, values of sustainability,sustainability,sustainability,
innovation, equality innovation, equality innovation, equality and inclusiveness inclusiveness inclusiveness in a forward-forward-forward-
looking vision.looking vision.looking vision.



The Foundation supports projects, implemented in
partnership with institutions, public and private entities, and
Third Sector organisations in three areas of intervention:



In the Art and Culture sector, In the Art and Culture sector, In the Art and Culture sector, the Foundation has an
autonomous planning and organisational capacity for cultural
initiatives.
The Foundation The Foundation The Foundation studies and develops museum layouts and museum layouts and museum layouts and
routes, routes, routes, seeking solutions that attract the visitor and are capable of
arousing interest and emotion.
Projects in developmentProjects in developmentProjects in development
● Cadero Micro Museum - Cadero Micro Museum - Cadero Micro Museum - Mona Lisa Museum
● The Mona Lisa Unveiled - The Mona Lisa Unveiled - The Mona Lisa Unveiled - multimedia exhibition
● Leonardo's PathLeonardo's PathLeonardo's Path



LEOLAB ACADEMY LEOLAB ACADEMY LEOLAB ACADEMY is a project that, through its training activities,
intends to organise a programme of educational courses, educational courses, educational courses, according to
the Leonardo method, both online and live with workshops, meetingsworkshops, meetingsworkshops, meetings
and courses courses courses in the places where Leonardo lived and worked.

Projects under developmentProjects under developmentProjects under development
● LeoWeb In-Genius digital educational platform
● Leonardo's Notebooks (linked to Leonardo's Path)
● Biennial of Academies



The Foundation The Foundation The Foundation is aimed at young people and all those who want to learn
more about Leonardo's thought and method open to the future and research in
both the scientific-technological  scientific-technological  scientific-technological and professional fields. professional fields. professional fields.

The Foundation The Foundation The Foundation acts as a bridge between the educational, institutional and
industrial areas, in order to trigger processes of knowledge knowledge knowledge and know-how know-how know-how
sharing.sharing.sharing.

Projects under developmentProjects under developmentProjects under development

The Officina Arte e Moda (OAM) The Officina Arte e Moda (OAM) The Officina Arte e Moda (OAM) an advanced training project in the area of
creation for fashion.
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